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Marc Tondeur Editor

Documentary

High Speed Chase, Series 2 Arrow Media Investigation
60 min Documentary Discovery
This series offers viewers driver’s seat access to some of the most astonishing police chases. Using never-before-seen
footage, the series offers a fast, furious and authentic window into a world in which criminals will do anything to
escape.

See No Evil, Series 3 - 10 Arrow Media Discovery ID
10 x 60 min Documentary
Using actual security camera footage, first person interviews with family, friends and investigators, this series reveals
the haunting moments leading up to a murder, often uncovering surprising suspects and evidence.
Producer and Director: Steve Baker, Executive Producer: Sam Starbuck

When Sharks Attack, Series 1 and 2 Arrow Media National
3 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
This series investigates the causes of shark attacks from around the world looking at the common threads between
diverse and seemingly unconnected shark attacks. Using stunning GFX to bring the details of each investigation to life,
alongside eyewitness accounts, new research, and experiments from a team of experts, each episode begins with a
case study and a mystery at its heart – what circumstances led to the shark encounter?

Feuds Gone Wrong Arrow Media Discovery ID
60 min Drama Documentary
This series tells stories of the most gripping and deadly real-life feuds. Whether between two families, beefs within a
family, business rivals, or friendships turned sour, feuds are compelling because we never know whose side to take
and both parties are alternately perp and victim.

Murder and Motherhood: The Bakersfield Three Future Studios Discovery ID
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Documentary series following the story of three Bakersfield, California mothers brought together by unspeakable
tragedy. In 2018, in the space of just 34 days, their adult children were found murdered or, in the case of one,
vanished without a trace.

American Monster Arrow Media Discovery ID
5 x 60 min Documentary
This series uses real home movies, CCTV, 911 calls, police interview tapes and courtroom footage to reveal the twisted
terrifying killers and abductors before they were finally apprehended.
Executive Producers: Thoas Viner and Tom Brisley
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Love, Honor, Betray Arrow Media Discovery ID
60 min Documentary
This series tells stories of those duped by their partners in dark and devastating ways that no one could have seen
coming. From intimacy to betrayal, these are people who lie so skilfully, that when their true nature is revealed it
comes as a total shock. Not just to their wife, but family, friends, as well as the audience

Autopsy: The Last Hours Of Sonny Bono ITV Studios REELZ
60 min Documentary
Documentary series that reveals the truth behind the controversial deaths of global icons and people whose untimely
deaths were surrounded by scandal and intense media attention.

Strangest Things Blink Films Discovery Science
3 x 60 min Documentary
This series explores three of the strangest objects on Earth to reveal the truth of what they really are.

The Search For Cleopatra Arrow Media Channel 5,
2 x 60 min Documentary France 5
Little evidence of Cleopatra exists since her palace and the national library in Alexandria were destroyed by a tsunami
and fire. Dr Kathleen Martinez is on her own personal quest to find the final resting place at Taposiris Magna in Egypt.
What secrets lie in the archaeology that will lead her to the ancient queen?

Body Cam, Series 2B Arrow Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Told by the officers themselves, this series shows how routine call outs can quickly spiral out of control, transforming
into dangerous scenes of violence. We get to delve into the officer’s minds as they are forced to react and deal with
the most difficult and life-threatening moments of their careers.

Animal Park Remarkable TV BBC1
60 min Factual
Series exploring life behind the scenes at Longleat Estate and Safari Park.

Breaking the Band ITV Studios REELZ
60 min Documentary
This series shows the battling egos, power struggles and inter-band rivalries uncovering the incredible true stories by
recreating the key moments the cameras missed, in addition to using rare band interviews and off-stage footage to
piece together each dramatic tale.

Dr Jeff: Rocky Mountain Vet Double Act Animal Planet
60 min Documentary
Dr Jeff, an unconventional vet, and his staff treat a wide variety of animals in his Denver practice.
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Extreme Rescues Arrow Media National
60 min Documentary Geographic
Through the innovative use of user generated content, the series tells the stories of some of the most gripping,
real-life rescue situations told for the first time.

Body Bizarre Zig Zag TLC
6 x 60 min Documentary
This series explores what life is like for some of the world's most extraordinary individuals.

Homestead Rescue Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
This series depicts homesteading saviours Marty, Misty and Matt Raney addressing the most desperate homesteads
across America to help struggling folks live off the grid.

The Devil Speaks, Series 2 Arrow Media Investigation
60 min Documentary Discovery
Chilling true crime series featuring audio recordings of a killer.

World’s Greatest Mountains Arrow Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This series reveals the secrets of four of the world’s most iconic mountains: Everest, Kilimanjaro, Mont Blanc and Ben
Nevis. Each film will embrace major historical events, the natural world, human survival and extreme engineering.

Intruders Arrow Media Animal Planet
60 min Documentary
Series following families whose homes get taken over by creepy crawlies and animals.
Producer and Director: Stan Griffin

Beyond the Boundary Sky Vision Insight TV
2 x 60 min Documentary
Somerset cricketer Peter Trego explores cricket around the world, discovering the communities that use the sport to
escape poverty and disease.
Producer and Director: Jamie Broome, Senior Producer: Jules Seymour

Murdered by my Fiancé ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary, Producer
The tragic story of author Helen Bailey murdered by her partner Ian Stewart. Eight days turnaround edit while the
court case was still in progress.
Executive producers: Ian Rumsey and Andy Dunn, Senior Producers: Matt Gordon and Sarah Rest

Everest Rescue Betty TV Discovery US
60 min Documentary International
Series following the extraordinary work of the Himalaya's high altitude helicopter rescue pilots.
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For the Love of Cars: Lotus Special Love Productions Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
Philip Glenister and Ant Anstead sink their own hard earned cash into restoring a 1950s Lotus Elite.
Producer and Director: Tim Gaunt

Animal Fight Night, Series 3 and 4 Arrow Media National
2 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
This series analyses and dissects the science behind the techniques in the battles between some of the biggest and
often surprising fighters in the animal kingdom.
Executive producer: Nick Metcalf, Production Director: Katie Kinnaird

Science of Stupid, Series 2 IWC National
3 x 30 min Factual Entertainment Geographic
Richard Hammond introduces all manner of mishaps featuring brave, if misguided individuals from around the world
and then explains the science behind their failure and humiliation with the use of bespoke animations and super
slo-mo cinematography.
Senior Producer : Al Blaine

Most Dangerous Places Sky Vision Tern, Insight TV 2
x 60 min Documentary
This series will follow Francesca Chiorand on a journey to some of the most terrifying places in the world.
Senior Producer: Richard Cooke, Producer and Director: Jamie Broome

Women in Prison, Series 2 Raw TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Serie explores the lives of six women locked up inside a maximum security prison in Indiana, USA.
Senior Producer: Amy Foster, Executive Producer: Tom Barry

Hitler: The Definitive Guide Arrow Media Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary, Finishing Editor
A very thorough and scientific analysis that paints a complete picture of Hitler and his abhorrent acts.
Executive producer: Ash Potterton

Nasa’s Unexplained Files Wag TV Discovery Science
3 x 60 min Documentary
This series goes through the archive to reveal more countless mysteries and unusual encounters, discoveries and
sightings that NASA has experienced over the years.
Senior Producer: Amy Foster
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Secrets of the Bible World Media Rights IMG / ZDF
3 x 60 min Documentary
The Ten Plagues, Parting of the Red Sea and The Great Flood. This series tells the tale of that strange band of
adventurers, archaeologists, historians, scientists and eccentrics who have tried to uncover the truth about some of
the Bible’s greatest mysteries.
Senior Producer: Tod Grimwade

Disappearing Britain Reef TV Channel 4
3 x 60 min Documentary
Larry Lamb and Maureen Lipman travel around Britain in search of our old and dying traditions and cultures.
Executive Producer: Chris Kelly, Senior Producer: Billy Paulett

None of The Above Renegade National
18 x 60 min Documentary Geographic
Tim Shaw takes his own irreverent brand of science and engineering to the streets of America as he looks to amaze
and dumb-found in equal measure.

Jungle Atlantic BBC History BBC2
60 min Documentary
History program investigating the secret life of the people who built Angkor Wat in Cambodia.

Europe: The Story of Us Nutopia & ZDF BBC
Factual, Teaser

Music and Monarchy with David Starkey Oxford Film and TV BBC2
60 min Documentary
Doctor David Starkey explores classical music from the time of Henry V to the 20th Century.

Idaho Dispatch Blast Films Animal Planet
Documentary, Taster
New commission following a local Idaho police force, dealing with everything from stray dogs to extreme cases of
animal cruelty.

History of the Bicycle Cyclevox The Open University 5
x 5 min Documentary, Online editor
Five shorts documenting the history of the bike, evolution of the frame, wheels, and materials and also aesthetics.

How Do They Do It Wag TV Discovery Channel
2 x 30 min Documentary
Each programme lifts the lid on the modern world and tells you how it works – from space rockets and nuclear subs
to light bulbs and razors.
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Brave New World with Stephen Hawking IWC Discovery Canada
60 min Documentary
Stephen Hawking presents a team of scientists showcasing breakthroughs in technology and engineering that are
creating a new generation of machines.

Women of the War of the Roses Oxford Scientific Films BBC
2 x 60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Presenter-led documentary exploring the complex wives and mothers of Richard III and Henry Tudor during the
period of the War of the Roses.
How We Invented the World Nutopia Discovery
44 x 60 min Documentary, Senior Editor
Multi-region series exploring inventions such as the car and the mobile phone. Each region has bespoke interviews
from prominent figures in that country including Sir Richard Branson, Sir Sterling Moss, Rubens Barichello, Carlos
Slim, and Philippe Starck.

Mega Rigs Discovery UK Quest
2 x 60 min Documentary
How does the gas and oil industry adapt to rising demand, costs and depletion of natural resources? The answer is to
build two very different offshore rigs and install them in the treacherous North Sea between Britain and The
Netherlands. This programme follows the journey from metal fabrication to gas producing installations.

Discovery Atlas Discovery Discovery UK
20 x 60 min Documentary, Online Reversioning Editor EMEA
Beautifully shot in HD, these programmes focus on the cultural, sociological, and natural aspects of various countries
by exploring their different peoples, traditions, and lands. The documentary follows the lives and individual struggles
of locals, while taking an in-depth look at the countries' history and culture.

Gold Rush RAW TV Discovery UK
9 x 60 min Observational Documentary, Online Reversioning Editor EMEA
In the face of the economic meltdown, determined men risk everything to strike it rich mining for gold in the wilds of
the far north. Todd and Jack Hoffman, the Schnabel family and the Dakota Boys are all in search of the American
dream and a new frontier.

Way of Life Discovery Discovery UK
6 x 60 min Documentary, Reversioning and Compliance Producer
Documentary that explores some of the most exotic and uncommon occupations across the globe where the jobs are
simply a way of life.

The Moors Murders Discovery Discovery UK
60 min Documentary, Online Editor and Colourist
Profile of Myra Hindley and Ian Brady, and the innocent families that were affected by their killings the 1960s.
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Hitler’s Henchmen Discovery Discovery UK
6 x 60 min Documentary, Online Editor
Documentary series about the most influential people in Nazi Germany.

Mighty Ships Exploration Productions Discovery UK
3 x 60 min Documentary, Online Editor
Each episode of the series follows a particular sea-going vessel and provides an insight into the ship and its crew.

Raid on Texas Cult Discovery Discovery UK
60 min Documentary, Online Editor and Colourist
On 3rd April 2008, more than 400 children of the Fundamentalist Church Of Jesus Christ Of Latter-Day Saints, or FLDS,
were forcibly removed from what the state of Texas deemed at the time as a potentially dangerous lifestyle. This
programme interviews former members of the ‘Cult’ that have potentially risked their lives to speak out about what
really happened to them.

Factual Entertainment

A Place in the Sun Freeform Productions Channel 4
2 x 60 min and Promos, Factual Entertainment
British couples decide to swap the grey skies of Britain for sun, sea and sand abroad.

Saints and Scroungers Flame TV BBC
2 x 45 min Factual Entertainment
This series looks at benefits thieves and the people who actually deserve government help.

The Big Experiment Outline Productions Discovery UK
2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Three of Britain's most passionate scientists have just six weeks to persuade nineteen disengaged teens that science
can change their lives.

Amish Mafia Oxford Scientific Films Discovery UK & EU
6 x 60 min Factual Entertainment, Online Reversioning Editor
Untrusting of outside law enforcement, some Amish in Lancaster County, PA have for many years regularly turned to
a small organised group of men for protection and justice.

Flying Wild Alaska, Series 1 and 2 Discovery Discovery UK & EU
60 min Factual Entertainment, Online Reversioning Editor
Operating their family-run airline, Era Alaska, the Tweto family battle unforgiving Alaska weather and terrain to
transport life's necessities to one of the most remote and extreme regions of America.
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Brazil Road Trip Discovery Discovery UK & EU

Factual Entertainment, Online Editor
Songwriter Luciana Mello takes entrepreneur Harry Leckstein on a tour of South America creativity, meeting artists,
singers and Brazilian brass bands.

Ice Pilots Omni Film Productions Discovery UK
13 x 60 min Factual Entertainment, Online Reversioning Editor EMEA
Based in Yellowknife, Buffalo Airways flies WWII-era propeller planes that have remained virtually unchanged over the
years. Rookie pilots defy bone-chilling temperatures to fly cargo and passengers through blizzards, breakdowns and
transatlantic journeys. It's an impossible job in a merciless place.

Moonshiners Magilla Entertainment Discovery UK
7 x 60 min Factual Entertainment, Online Reversioning Editor EMEA
An American reality-television series that dramatises the practice of individuals who produce moonshine, an alcoholic
beverage that when made and sold without permits and taxes paid is illegal. The alcohol runs to about 180 proof. The
series documents their practice, law-evading techniques and life.

Myth Busters Beyond Entertainment Discovery UK
3 x 60 min, Factual Entertainment, Online Editor
A weekly documentary in which two Hollywood special effects experts attempt to debunk urban legends by directly
testing them.

Corporate

BP
Onsite editor for internal presentations for the UK office and conference in Spain.

Barclaycard
Produced and edited videos for internal training use. These include pastiches of Dragons Den, The Apprentice and 24.

Hampshire Business Awards
The annual award ceremony that recognises the cream of Hampshire’s enterprises. Hosted at a different venue in
Hampshire each year, I produced and edited the nominee video inserts, operated live camera on the night as well as
shooting vox pops during the evening to go into the awards round up video edit set to music and graphics.
Cameraman and Editor.

Care UK Patient Video
A video about what a patient can expect when they visit St Mary’s Hospital in Southampton as an outpatient. Working
on a storyboard, Marc directed and edited the 1-day shoot involving actors and hospital staff. Director and Editor.
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New Covent Garden Market
A promo produced to showcase the journey fruit and veg takes from field to fork via the busy New Covent Garden
Market in London. Final Cut Pro Offline and Online Editor.

Sport

Guinness Raise Your Game Aurora Media
Off and online editor (working in French)

ESPN London Live: Kicks Extra ESPN Classic
Online FCP promo editor

Drama Channel Role

Rescue Me (8 x 60 min) Discovery Quest Online Compliance Editor

Magnum P.I. (10 x 60 min) Discovery DMA Online Compliance Editor

TJ Hooker (6 x 60 min) Discovery Quest Online Compliance Editor

NYPD Blue (20 x 60 min) Discovery DMA Online Compliance Editor

Music

Channel 5 drummer ident Co-wrote and performed music

Channel 5 UEFA ident Co-wrote and performed music

Work Experience: Television

2011 – Present Freelance Editor and Producer.
Clients include Discovery Channel, ESPN, Sunset and Vine APP, Matchroom Sports, and MCCP.
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2009 – 2010 Online Avid Editor for Discovery Channel
Reversioning Editor across all Discovery Channels
Audio Mixing
Editorial Judgement
Graphics creation and modification
Ofcom Compliance
Technical Suitability

2008 – 2009 Avid Edit Producer for MCCP Ltd
Working to a client’s brief, I produced high quality corporate videos for external and internal
use. Clients included Barclaycard, Honda UKand BP.

2007 – 2008 Avid Edit Producer for MCCP Ltd
Worked extensively with HD material. Set up HD workflow for file-based cameras, non-linear
editing and final output.

2007 Online Editor, Audio Mixer for Sequoia Films
Worked with the producer of a short film about human trafficking in Russia for a pitch to
Channel 4 for the Sheffield Documentary Festival.

2007 Online Avid Editor for Bruce Dunlop Associates
Online editing of promos for various clients, including Hallmark Channel UK and Fremantle
Media.

2006 – 2007 Editor Producer for Overseas Property TV for Rapid Broadcast
Responsible for producing and editing 12 studio shows a week. These included a 30’ travel
and property news programme ‘Overseas Property News’, and a celebrity game show, ‘Snap’.

2006 Offline Editor for Discovery Real Time Italy
Produced 10 x 3 minute fillers for Discovery’s Italian lifestyle channel.

2004 – 2005 Online Editor for Bravo and Challenge and Flextech
Reversioning of programmes including Wheel of Fortune, Sexcetera and Bullseye.

2000 – 2006 Online Editor for Ascent Media and Discovery Channel
Main challenges were the creative reversioning of material across a wide spectrum of
programming. Marc was extensively involved with producing material for Real Time Italy and
France.

1996 – 1999 Junior Editor for Capricorn Programmes
Commencing with tape dubbing, I went on to offline and script numerous inserts for the ITV
programmes ‘Cybernet’, and ‘Movies Games and Videos’. He found his niche and became
the junior editor for 1 year, gaining valuable technical and creative skills from the Senior
Editor.
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